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DTN Core Team 2
• The Project will be managed and executed jointly by the SCaN Technology Program 
and by the Advanced Exploration Systems office (AES) at NASA-HQ:
• SCaN’s role in FY13 will  be to continue to support the protocol development 
and international standardization aspects of the DTN suite for NASA:
• SCaN will fund the DTN Core Team activities
• CCSDS Blue Books: ‘LTP for CCSDS’; ‘BP for CCSDS’ – the  core DTN protocols - are nearly 
complete
• Solar System Internetworking Architecture document is complete
• Key elements of the full DTN suite (routing, network management, security, key management, 
etc.) required to operate a space network are in early stages of development and their 
development will be funded by SCaN
• DTN Project Focus in FY13 is Network Management and Security
• Draft CCSDS Green Book on ‘Network Management Concept of Operations’ in work
• AES will  take over the ISS test, demonstration and infusion activities for 
Human Space Flight:
• All DTN flight test and demonstrations using the ISS or Human Space Flight Systems
• MSFC will gradually assume responsibility for interfacing with payload customers and 
conducting flight development and demonstration activities
• The University of Colorado will be retained in a consulting role during and after this transition.
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• Architecture studies  & analysis
• Mission analysis
• Risk and requirements 
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• Fund. Space Bio
• Physical Sciences
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SCaN Organization Chart






Deputy Director: C. Moore






























 Modular Power Sys.





 Autonomous Mission Ops.
 DTN
 Common Avionics
 Core Flight Software






 ISS Program 
Integration
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New NASA DTN Project Management Structure: 















AES: oversees all NASA DTN flight test and 
demonstration activities conducted on the ISS:
• NASA formal Point of Contact:
Richard McGinnis, NASA-HQ
SCaN: oversees all NASA DTN protocol 
engineering, development and validation activities, 
including international standardization:
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Protocols CFDP/BP/LTP BP/LTP CFDP/BP/LTP
DTN Routing None None CGR




• All of the tests are planned to be disruption free.  
• The purpose of the tests is to incrementally build confidence in test configurations and DTN Node functionality.
• NASA will develop and provide a Test Configuration prior to each test.
• NASA would like to invite JAXA to participate in these tests.  Participation would help to reduce risk for future test 
activities.
• All Tests would be conducted during the following time on the dates identified:  JAXA 8:00 a.m.– 10:00 a.m./NASA 
6:00 p.m.– 8:00 p.m.
• In the Proposed Date row, the “Plan” is the date the test configuration would be available, and the “Test” is the date 
the test would be conducted.
Test Items
Test configurationLarge file 
transfer BSS CGR
Joint demo
Conducted
with CU‐Boulder .
Apr. & Aug. 2011
Spring 2013@MSFC 
To confirm connection and basic 
DTN functions before 
commencing formal testing.
Ground 
testing
Phase‐1
Completed with 
CU‐Boulder.
Dec.‐Jan. 2012
Phase‐2, June 2013
To confirm DTN functions 
simulating S/C operation 
scenarios
DRTS/DSS 
testing
August 2013@ TKSC
To confirm DTN functions under real DRTS space‐link 
environment and DRTS operation scenarios
ISS/DRTS 
flight testing
After JEM/ICS recovery
To confirm DTN functions connecting NASA DTN node 
onboard ISS with JAXA node@TKSC through DRTS 
space‐ link.
Test Concept
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JAXA node NASA node
JAXA nodes NASA nodes
Internet
DRTSJAXA nodes NASA nodes
DRTS
JAXA nodes NASA node
ISS
